
Chickens & Annual Vegetables

Summary: A design for an ethical system for keeping chickens and growing annual 
vegetables in an overlapping space. This design focused on meeting the needs and 

using the outputs of the chickens within the system and allowing them to express their 
natural behaviour. The design led to effective use of space, healthy chickens, good pest 

control for my vegetables and healthier ground in the chicken pen. I found the 
input/output tool useful and will use it again.
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Introduction
In the garden shared with my neighbours there was an abandoned chicken pen which the previous owners 
suggested I might like to use. I was keen to keep poultry, particularly for the ethical source of eggs. There were 
some issues immediately evident with the chicken keeping system already in place; the chickens had been taken 
by foxes, the ground in the pen was bare and muddy and the chickens were fed on commercially produced 
pellets, which are not sustainable due to the ingredients they contain. I set out to design an ethical and 
sustainable way to keep my chickens and this also became a design for my annual vegetable beds. I did not use a 
specific design framework but have written up in such a way as to show the basic design cycle I went through. 
During this write-up I decided to refer to the older principles as described by Mollison, rather than the new 
Holmgren principles I use most frequently.

Observe
Site Survey 

Much of the site survey is covered by the overall survey for the garden (see p52), below are factors relating 
particularly to the pen and keeping chickens: 

Micro-climate: The chicken pen is not in a sheltered spot in the garden, it is sunny and exposed to wind.

Flora & fauna: The largest bird of prey around is a buzzard, there are plenty small rodents in the garden, no rats 
have been seen.

Soil: The soil is a little compressed in places: the pen has previously been moved and a compressed spot can be 
seen where the soil is bare except for dock (see map p52). The pen is largely bare of vegetation, muddy in wet 
weather, cracking in dry weather and a little compressed.

Water: The soil is generally moist but does not get waterlogged; this part of the garden has not flooded in my or 
my neighbours experience, but might do so in an exceptional year.

Structures: The chicken house is wooden and in reasonable condition. It is infested with red mite and has many 
corners, cracks and a felt covered roof for red mite to hide in. The fence is 5-6ft high, is not dug into the ground 
and is in need of repair.

Client Survey

What is my overall goal? Keeping chickens in an ethical way as a source eggs. Improving the condition of the 
chicken pen.

What outputs do I want? Eggs primarily, meat if possible. Perhaps part of the space could be used for growing 
vegetables as there is limited space for doing this elsewhere.

Resources: Time is not a big constraint, I work part time and am around a lot. Money is fairly tight as I am 
saving for other things, but I can afford to spend small amounts on this project. I have sufficient practical skills to 
build the chicken pen and knowledge of general animal care though I have not kept chickens before.

Other Research

I researched chicken care, some of the resources I used were:

Notes On Some Topics In Applied Animal Behaviour by Judith K. Blackshaw (animalbehaviour.net, 2003)

Organic Poultry by Katie Thear(Broad Leys 2005)

Breeds -Chickens by Omlet (www.omlet.co.uk/breeds/chickens, 2010)

Poultry Keeper Forums (forums.thepoultrykeeper.co.uk/)

The Accidental Smallholder Forums (www.accidentalsmallholder.net/forum/)
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Analyse
I considered the inputs and outputs of a chicken which should be met as far as possible within the system Cycling of energy, nutrients, resources. I also considered the intrinsic 
characteristics of the chicken. Although this exercise is often used as an example in introductions to permaculture, in my experience the 'intrinsic characteristics' are often skimmed 
over. I feel that the intrinsic characteristics of an animal are extremely important in designing an ethical system for it. The environment an animal has evolved in influences its 
biological expectations and how well these are met will influence its physical and psychological wellbeing Work with nature rather than against.

Inputs/Needs Intrinsic characteristics Outputs

Food
Shelter
Water
Grit
Dustbath
Other chickens
Exercise
Protection
Health & parasite control
Calcium

Flocking (naturally 1 rooster plus hens)
Can recognise up to 80 other birds

Dominance hierarchy
Prey animal
Omnivorous

Roosting
Flightless/ short flights

Primarily visual animals 
Hearing also acute

Diurnal
Life span 5-10 years

Descended from Jungle fowl
Brooding

Great diversity of breed characteristics (weight, utility, hardiness, temperament etc.)

Eggs
Meat
Faeces & urine
Feathers
CO2
Heat
Noise
Foraging behaviour
More chickens

Below is a brief summary of some of the most important ways the characteristics of a chicken should influence its management:

Social behaviour: chickens should be kept in a flock of less than 80 (not an issue in this situation). The rooster can reduce aggression between hens and, in their natural habitat, 
provide some protection from predators; the presence of a rooster may well therefore reduce stress in the flock. 

Jungle animal / prey animal / flightless / roosting: Chickens cannot fly long distances to escape from predators and are wary of overhead predators as well as mammals. They will 
feel more comfortable with overhead cover even if it is not necessary for their physical protection. They may also feel more comfortable roosting off the ground

Omnivore: Chickens will naturally roam and forage over a large area, consuming insects and small rodents as well as plant material, ideally they should have the opportunity to roam 
and forage and their diet should include animal protein as well as plant protein.

Diurnal: Chickens should have access to a secure place to roost as soon as it starts to get dark



SWOC Analysis

Below is a SWOC analysis of the situation:

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Constraints

-I do not work full time so am often 
around to supervise chickens/deter 
predators
-I have a reasonable degree of chicken 
keeping knowledge
-The chickens can eat fallen fruit from 
the trees surrounding the pen
-The high fence provides some fox 
protection
-The soil is fertile and moist but not 
boggy
-Kitchen waste compost and rotted horse 
manure available

-The soil is a little compressed
-A chicken/veg rotation may rule out perennial and winter veg
- The current pen is often bare and muddy
-There is currently little overhead cover or wind protection
-Current chicken house is prone to mite infestation, proving 
very hard to control
-There is little forage in the current pen
- Internal parasite infestation could be a problem in the current 
pen (restricted permanent area, lots of poo)
-A very high number of slugs

-Chickens could provide slug control
-Chickens could clean up compost
-Hatching eggs can easily be sold
-Overgrown unused field could provide 
forage
-Chicken waste could produce compost

-Protection is needed from predators
-Chickens must be prevented from eating 
neighbours' vegetables
-Limited space can be enclosed
-Funds are limited for buying a chicken 
house
-Much of the garden is prone to flooding

Functions

These are in addition to meeting the needs of the chickens as previously identified. They also include the production of annual vegetables which was identified as a want and an 
opportunity through the survey and analysis. The limited space means the annual vegetables need to be combined with the chickens, but this provides many opportunities the 
problem is the solution.

Allow chickens to express their natural behaviour

Provide sustainable food source (for chickens)

Provide eggs and meat

Protect soil and vegetation in the chicken pen

Provide a harvest of annual vegetables

Maintain vegetable bed fertility

Provide water for annual vegetable beds

Provide pest control for annual vegetables



Design
Location

It was decided to make use of the old chicken pen rather than completely relocating it. The old chicken pen was 
in a part of the garden which does not flood and benefited from the apple trees near by. There was no compelling 
reason to move it and leaving it in place reduced the work needed Make the least change for the greatest possible 
effect.

Chicken breed

It was decided to use a pure breed for the predictability of characteristics and their saleability of hatching eggs or 
layers. A breed was chosen for its hardiness, lack of flying ability, docile nature and combination of egg and meat 
producing potential. The breed chosen was Australorp.

Input-output/Linking

Inputs

Food: The chickens are allowed to free range as much as possible thus eating a natural diet of insects, vegetation 
and seeds Work with nature rather than against. They are also fed scraps from the house and waste vegetation from 
the vegetable bed. In the chicken pen there are plants protected by chicken-wire domes which provide forage for 
the chickens. Supplemental feeding is necessary but compound feeds are not used as they often contain 
environmentally damaging crops transported long distances; instead, the chickens are fed on wheat, peas, beans 
and sunflower seeds.

Shelter: The wooden house was proving very high maintenance due to red mite, despite various organic control 
methods that were tried, so a recycled plastic house was purchased. The house is 'loft' style so there is space 
underneath for the chickens to shelter during the day. Trees and shrubs with their bases protected by chicken wire 
domes provide more daytime shelter.

Water: Rainwater collected from the roof of the chicken house provides drinking water Each element performs 
many functions.
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Protection: The permanent pen has a high fence dug into the ground to prevent fox attack and the overhead cover 
provided by plants and the chicken house provides protection from birds of prey, and a feeling of security. The 
chickens are able to free range during the day when there are people around Each important function is supported 
by many elements.

Exercise: The pen is around 25m2 but the chickens are able to free range in the garden in the winter and in the 
field in the summer (so they do not destroy the neighbours vegetables). Due to the fox-proof fence the chicken 
house can be left open for the chickens to go to roost and get out when they wish.

Health and parasite control: As the chickens are combined with vegetable beds the only possible rotation in the 
permanent pen is a winter/summer rotation. This is not ideal for parasite control but should provide some 
protection. Allowing the small number of chickens to free range in a large area will also prevent the parasite 
burden becoming too high, along with daily removing faeces from the permanent pen. Providing a natural diet 
maximises resistance to parasites and is the best way of maintaining good health. Enabling natural dust bathing 
controls external parasites (see below).

Dust baths: The chickens are provided with a covered over area under the house to make their own dustbaths, and 
when free ranging they also find the own preferred dustbath locations. If external parasites become a problem 
diatomaceous earth can be added to the dustbaths, or, as a last resort, an organic louse powder. This is far more 
effective than applying the earth or powder direct to the chickens: they dust themselves more thoroughly when 
doing it themselves and it is far less stressful for them.

Grit: Free ranging the chickens can find their own grit.

Calcium: the chickens can be fed the crushed shells of mussels we eat, and the crushed shells of their own eggs 
Cycling of energy, nutrients, resources.

Outputs Cycling of energy, nutrients, resources

Eggs & Meat: Consumed by the family, given away to friends and neighbours. The eggshells are composted or 
crushed and fed back to the chickens to boost their calcium levels.

More chickens: Replacement layers can be bred, hatching eggs can be sold, excess cockerels are killed for meat.

Faeces/urine/feathers: These are all composted and used for the fruit trees and garden.

Heat & CO2: Body heat provides group warmth during the night. It was decided that a chicken greenhouse might 
not be practical in this situation which was the only way I could think of to use these outputs further.

Noise: The chickens alert each other to predators and food by vocalisations with no assistance from us. 

Foraging: The chickens' foraging behaviour clears the vegetable beds of weeds in the winter and helps to control 
slugs and other insect pests in the vegetable beds and green house Using biological resources.

Design ideas

I had two ideas for the design which incorporated all of the above aspects, these are shown on the following page.
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Key

1. Outer fox-proof fence 
approaching 6ft, dug into the 
ground

2. Chicken house

3. Tunnel leading to the field

4.Water butt collecting rain water 
from the chicken house roof

5. Plants with their roots protected 
by chicken wire domes

6. Tunnel allowing chickens to exit 
into the garden.

7. Annual vegetable beds

8. Inner fences 4ft high, does not 
need to be fox proof

9. A hatch which can be opened to 
let the chickens into the vegetable 
patch in the winter

Design idea 1

Design idea 2

The first idea was to use the original chicken pen, adding a slightly larger section for the vegetable beds. The original chicken pen would be used for the chickens in the summer, while 
the annual vegetables are growing, the veg bed section would be used for the chickens in the winter Stacking in time. In the summer the chickens would be able to enter the field to 
free range via a chicken wire tunnel. In the winter the door to the pen could simply be left open for the chickens to free range in the garden.

The second idea was to construct a new larger pen with an inner pen containing the vegetables beds, in the summer the chickens would be restricted to the outer pen, providing slug 
control around the edge of the veg patch Edge effects. In the winter they would have access to the whole pen. There is also a tunnel to the field in this design, and a tunnel from the 
vegetable patch to the garden for when the chickens wish to free range.



Analysis of ideas

In a return to the analysis stage of the design cycle I assessed the strengths and weaknesses of the two ideas:

Design idea 1

Strengths Weaknesses/Limitations

-Uses existing structure; less work and money to create
-Less fence to maintain
-Would pass raised beds on the way to the chicken pen, so 
more likely to perform frequent maintenance Relative location

-Limited space for the chickens
-Pest control over the winter only

Design idea 2

Strengths Weaknesses/Limitations

-Chickens control slugs all summer
-Chickens have a larger area to run in when they are 
confined to their pen
-More veg growing space and this space can made the 
perfect size for a set number of raised beds

-Much more money and time to build and maintain
-More fencing = more potential to go wrong
-Neighbours may not be happy (it will look messier 
and take up more space)
-Double gate must always be closed and may be a 
nuisance e.g. when going in and out with a wheel 
barrow

It was decided to proceed with idea 1, using the original chicken pen, keeping the neighbours happy and 
minimising maintenance Make the least change for the greatest possible effect. The design map is shown on the 
following page. The beds were redesigned to avoid the need for stepping stones, plants were chosen which would 
provide forage for the chickens and which I had been told chickens particularly prefer: Chives (Allium 
schoenoprasum) Comfrey (Symphytum officinale) Siberian pea tree (Caragana arborescens) and Mulberry (Morus 
nigra). The latter two proved to be a mistake, see Evaluation p96.
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Implementation
I created the implementation plan shown below, The implementation was fairly straightforward and this sort of plan was not essential but I wished to use the opportunity to try out 
this type of implementation plan.

Task when Resources How Time Cost Who Comments

Sept 2ppl 2hrs £25.00 2ppl 2hrs

Mark out veg beds Sept pegs string, measuring tape 1psn 30min me

Make bottle edges Sept bottles, spade Dig in bottles 1psn 1hr me

Prepare beds Sept fork 2ppl 1hr 1psn 3 hrs

Add compost Sept 1psn 2 hrs me

Extend fence Oct 2ppl 4 hrs £40.00 2ppl 3 hrs

Dig in fence base Sept spade 1psn 1.5 hrs me 1psn 3hrs

Add door Oct 1psn 1.5 hrs me

Planting Oct 1psn 1.5 hrs me 1psn 1hr

Total man hrs 22 Total man hrs 23

Actual 
time

Reinforce old fence 
and extend

Posts, post thumper, staples, 
hammer, wire

drive in extra  posts, add overhang to 
fence

geoff, 
me

Measure from the edge of the enclosure 
place pegs to mark the beds as shown 
on the design map. Tie string around the 
pegs to mark the perimeter of each bed

na 1psn 15 
min

na na Proved easier to dig beds 
then push dottle edges in

take out weeds, tine soil if very 
compacted

me, 
geoff

soil needed tined, also 
put in bottles at this step

wheel barrow, farm manure, 
fork

barrow over manure from farm, lay on 
surface

1psn 2.5 
hrs

post rammer, posts, wire, 
wooden blocks, staples, 
screws, spade, measuring tape, 
screw driver, hammer, work 
gloves

mark post positions, including for door, 
drive in posts, screw on blocks for 
overhang, staple up fence

me, 
Geoff

Dig a trench a spade deep around the 
perimeter, press in fence and fill back in

na

posts, hinges, screws, saw 
screw driver

Make frame, cover with wire, hang door 
on post

na 
(included 
in fence 
materials)

1psn 1.5 
hrs, 1 psn 
30 min

Needed 2 people to hand 
door

spade, plants, chicken wire, 
wire cutters, work gloves

dig holes, add plant and bend round wire 
cage, fill and water



Regular maintenance

Daily: Feed chickens, pick up chicken poo, check water level, observe chickens for problems

Daily during the summer: Harvest and weed annual veg

Twice a week: clean out the chicken house

Weekly during wet weather: Fill/replenish a box with sand compost/diatomaceous earth for dust bathing.

Irregular maintenance (as needed)

Add organic louse powder to the dustbaths if chickens appear badly affected

Dust the chicken house with diatomaceous earth if red mite becomes a problem

Add an anthelmintic to the chicken food if internal parasites become a problem

Annual maintenance

Autumn: Check the fence is fox-proof and repair if necessary.

  Move the chicken house into the front section of the pen

Spring:   Check the fence for winter damage and repair if necessary.

  Move the chicken house into the back section of the pen

  Add compost to and fork up the surface of the raised beds, allow the chickens in to clean up the   
  compost

  Shut the chickens in the back section and sow annual vegetable seeds
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Chicken house with gutter and bucket for chicken drinking water

Chives in a chicken-wire dome

Chickens in summer pen, currant, willow and comfrey protected by wire dome
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Vegetable beds in spring just after moving chickens

Comfrey and willow protected by wire dome, chickens with access to both pens in spring to clean compost

Chickens moved to front pen in the autumn, clearing the vegetable beds, Jerusalem artichokes in background
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Young chickens feeding on slug eggs and insects in the greenhouse in the autumn
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Evaluation & Tweaks

Costs & Yields

Only some of the costs were recorded for this design and these are recorded on the implementation plan p91

Costs that could have been recorded:

Chickens

Chicken Feed

Dewormer, lice powder & diatomaceous earth

Annual vegetable seeds

Yields that could have been recorded:

Number of eggs

Weight of meat

Vegetables harvested (this was recorded but the record was lost)

Seeds saved

Tweaks June 2011

In the initial year the design largely worked well: the pen was less muddy, the chickens were healthy, vegetables 
were grown. However, the mulberry bushes and siberian pea trees did not survive, and most of the wire domes 
containing the chives were scratched up by the chickens. The tweaks were as follows:

-Deeper, larger wire domes for the chives; if the same thing happens again abandon the chives

-The priority was to provide ground cover, shelter and interest for the chickens rather than a good fodder crop. I 
therefore decided to look at what was already growing in the area Work with nature and pick something that 
would definitely grow well with the minimum of attention, any chicken forage would be a bonus. I replaced the 
mulberry and siberian pea tree with blackcurrant and willow, both of which have grown well.

-As an experiment, unrelated to any problem except lack of time for weeding in the current year I planted one of 
the beds up with jerusalem artichoke (see the evaluation).

Evaluation

What went well?

-The system works; ground cover is maintained in the pen and the soil is healthier, the chickens are healthy and 
express their natural behaviour, annual vegetables grow well.

-I have a supply of eggs which I can feel certain are ethically produced.

-I was able to breed replacement chickens and use excess cockerels for meat.

-The slug control was far more effective than I imagined: in a wet year when everyone had huge problems with 
slugs I did not even hand pick slugs or use beer traps (my usual methods). My hypothesis is that the chickens are 
reducing the slug population by eating the slug eggs over the winter.

-In the second year I planted one vegetable bed up with Jerusalem artichokes and left the stalks standing over the 
winter, digging up the tubers as I needed them. The chickens used the stalks for shelter and foraged for insects in 
them, they ate the artichokes that were dug up and rejected by me, but did not dig deep enough to make any 
impact on the crop available to me. The chickens also enjoyed feasting on the worms uncovered when I dug up 
the tubers.

-The chickens were effective at preventing weeds becoming established in the vegetable beds over the winter.

-The chickens effectively cleaned slug eggs from the compost and the greenhouse.
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-The chickens seem to enjoy feeding on comfrey, chives and blackcurrant berries.

-I have not had to use premixed layers feed, only supplementing with straight feeds grown in the UK.

What went less well / was difficult?

-The initial choice of plants was a poor one and I had to rethink (see previous page).

-Some of the initial wire domes were too small as I did not anticipate how eager the chickens would be to dig up 
the chives (see previous page).

-During the first year I sowed too much lettuce and did not keep up with the harvesting, so ended up with an 
excess of bolted lettuce competing with my other vegetables.

-The chickens compressed the soil to an extent I did not expect and I discovered 'no-dig' beds were not a viable 
plan: the beds needed forking every year.

-I did not record costs and yields except for the annual veg in the second year and I lost that record.

What would I do differently?

-I would think more carefully about my initial plant choices and what the priorities were for the situation, then 
choose plants already growing in the area.

-It seems obvious in retrospect that 'no-dig' beds were not an option, but this was easily remedied (just start 
digging).

-I now sow fewer fast-growing salad and take more regular harvests.

-I would record costs and yields.

Lessons for future projects?

-Think more carefully about my plant choices and what the priorities are for the situation; do I really need to 
introduce new plants or will those already growing in the area be fine for the purpose?

-Giving chickens access to vegetable beds only in the winter can make great pest control Everything gardens.

-Chickens compress the soil.

-Jerusalem artichokes combined with chickens work well.

-The input-output works well and is a good tool for designs including animals.

Conclusion
Overall I feel this design worked very well. I ended up with happy, healthy chickens, a supply of eggs, pest 
control for my vegetables and far less mud. I am interested in animal behaviour and enjoy designing ethical and 
sustainable systems for keeping animals; I found the input/output tool valuable for doing this and will use it 
again. The project also taught me various practical lessons, covered above, which will be useful in my future 
projects.
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